Rebate Analysis Suite

Complete Visibility into Rebate Processing

The Advantage of Aspect’s Rebate Analysis Suite
Aspect Consulting’s Rebate Analysis Suite is a flexible component-based suite that includes utilization
data cleansing, rebate analysis dashboard reporting, and analysis services, placing all the data you
need to detect invalid utilization and monitor rebate pay out across your customers over time,
helping you to avoid costly payout on invalid utilization.

Load and cleans utilization data.
Cleanse

The suite includes services
for loading utilization data submitted by your customers. We use our
AuthentiClaim engine to transform, validate and detect errors in
utilization submitted by your customers, and remove those lines for
dispute reporting.

Analyze your rebate data.
Analyze

Take
Control

Dashboard reporting provides
contract analysts with insight into rebate amounts across your trading
partners, with drill down to details by contract. Alerts let you know
when significant deviations occur in rebate amounts over the last
period, so you can investigate prior to payment.

Detect and remediate issues.

Utilize dispute reporting to
remediate issues with your trading partners prior to payout, or utilize
our contract analyst resources to perform root cause analysis and assist
with dispute reporting.
Key Advantages

Load and Detect Invalid Utilization • Increase Visibility into Rebate Payment Amounts • Avoid Payout on Invalid Rebates
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Rebate Analysis Suite

One Unified Service Suite

Rebate Analysis Suite is Comprised of ...

Utilization Data Cleansing
Aspect utilizes its Authenticlaim Rx engine to convert and load utilization files
from your trading partners and scrub for errors (such as duplicate records and
records with aberrant quantity). Clean data is then available for upload to your
payment system, and errors are summarized for dispute reporting.


Ability to load a files in the layout utilized by your trading partners, and
convert for processing.



Data is validated and normalized in a format consumable for dispute
reporting.



Eliminates any manual effort to transform and cleanse utilization files.

Features
FLEXIBLE COLLECTION OF
COMPONENTS
Cloud-based or In-house Components
Components can be hosted by a secure third
party hosting company, or reside in-house
within your infrastructure. Utilize our
utilization data scrubber engine, or report off
of your own cleansed (or uncleansed) data.

Scalable Platform

Rebate Monitor Dashboard
The Rebate Monitor Dashboard includes metrics that help contract analysts
monitor total rebate amounts by customer, rebate composition, and payouts to
customers period over period, with alerting when significant deviations are
detected.


Filter by segment,
product and time.



View total rebates and
sales amounts.



View rebate
composition by
customer.



View alerts targeting
contracts with
significant deviations.



Drill in to details by
contract and plan.

Root Cause Analysis and Disputing Services
If desired, Aspect can provide a contract analyst for assistance with root cause
analysis when rebate amounts significantly change period over period, and
help you to dispute errors with your trading partners.


Track rebates across customers.



Perform root cause analysis of deviations.



Assist with dispute reporting and remediation.

Processing is scalable and can
accommodate the load of files from future
trading partners. We can work with you to
add custom validations, as well.

Analysis Services
Utilize our components for analysis, or we
can provide contract analyst services for
scrubbing, analysis, payment processing, or
dispute reporting.

DASHBOARD REPORTING WITH
DATA RICH VISUALS
Data Filtering
Slice and analyze your data using filters
designed to target business segments and
product, as well as time.

In-Depth Rebate Analysis
View summarized rebate amounts or drill
through and filter by contract.

Contract Rebate Alerting
Alerts let you know when a significant
deviation in rebate amount since the prior
payment period occurs, across contracts, so
you can drill in and assess, and act before
pay out.
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